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Overview

 Frequency coordination

 High frequency trading

 Geodesic Networks v. Auburn Data Systems

 FCC rulings on frequency coordination.
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Frequency Coordination – 1

 Purpose: make sure new links do not cause interference to incumbents and
prior applicants

 FCC rule: must complete frequency coordination before filing application

 Can be carried out by applicant or professional frequency coordinator.
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Frequency Coordination – 2

 Usual process (simplified):

1. “notifying party” (applicant) sends prior coordination notice (PCN) to
potentially affected licensees and prior applicants

• PCN includes details of proposed link

2. “notified parties” have 30 days to respond with interference issues

• silence after 30 days indicates consent to PCN

3. parties collaborate to resolve any interference issues

4. notifying party files application

 Historically marked by high degree of cooperation.
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Frequency Coordination – Special Cases

 Expedited coordination:

 notifying party can specify response time shorter than 30 days

 FCC rule: notifying party is responsible for receiving concurrence from
notified parties

 Growth channels:

 ordinarily a PCN expires after six months

 notifying party can renew a PCN to hold “growth channels” for future
expansion

 notifying party must release a growth channel if another applicant:

1. shows need for the frequencies, and

2. cannot otherwise coordinate.
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High Frequency Trading (HFT)

 Very short term, algorithmic stock trading

 trades chosen and executed without human intervention

 stocks typically held only for milliseconds

 relies on fast communications

 Accounts for well over 50% of U.S. stock trades

 More: Michael Lewis, Flash Boys (W.W. Norton 2014).
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HFT – Simplified Example (1)
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HFT – Simplified Example (2)
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HFT – Simplified Example (3)

 Speed: microwave vs. glass fiber (Chicago to New York):

Distance
(km)

Speed
(m/sec)

Time
(msec)

Difference
(msec)

Glass
1300

2 x 108 6.5
2.2

Air 3 x 108 4.3
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HFT – Simplified Example (4)

Time
(msec)

HFT Trader
Using Microwave

Exchange
Using Fiber

0 price of oil goes up in Chicago

4.5
oil price increase

reaches NY

5.0
trader buys
ExxonMobil

6.5
oil price increase

reaches NY

7.0
price of ExxonMobil

goes up

8.0
trader sells

ExxonMobil

 One way HFT
makes money:
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HFT – Direct Route

 Speed advantage of shortest microwave route:

Distance
(km)

Speed
(m/sec)

Air Time
(msec)

Difference
(msec)

Path 1 100
3 x 108

0.33
0.06

Path 2 117 0.39

100 km

30 km
①

②
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HFT and Frequency Coordination

 Intense competition for shortest routes between major exchange data centers

 competition for space on certain towers

 Results:

 growth channels held for years; multiply-renewed PCNs

 other applicants filing over renewed PCNs

 expedited PCNs

 applications filed despite open interference cases

 bucking situations (due to overcrowding on towers)

 Overall breakdown of civility and cooperation

 Problems exacerbated by FCC’s elimination of public notice, 30-day waiting period,
petitions to deny (for private microwave)

 more difficult to timely contest improperly filed applications.
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Geodesic Networks v. Auburn Data, DA 14-1268 – Facts

 Back story: Auburn Data Systems held multiply-renewed PCNs for 30 months

Day 0: Geodesic Networks issues expedited PCNs for same links as Auburn,
asks for response within 15 days

Day 22: Auburn objects to Geodesic PCNs, citing its own prior PCNs

Day 22 (same day): Geodesic files application

Day 29: Geodesic’s application appears on public notice

Day 56: FCC grants Geodesic’s application

Day 56 (same day): Auburn Data files applications for same links

Day 59: Auburn petitions against Geodesic’s applications and licenses

Day 64: Auburn’s applications appear on public notice

Day 78: Geodesic petitions against Auburn’s applications.
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Geodesic Networks v. Auburn Data, DA 14-1268

 Ruling:

1. Having received an expedited PCN, the notified party must respond (or
request extra time) within the stated time period

• otherwise is barred from presenting an interference case

• i.e., silence after expedited deadline implies consent

2. Filing of an application over another party’s growth PCN in itself
demonstrates the applicant’s need for the frequencies

• no other showing needed

3. Cannot hold growth channels for 30 months

• lower limit not specified

 All three elements went beyond the FCC rules, made new law.
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FCC Public Notice

 Fixed Wireless Communications Coalition sought clarification of the licensing order

 Public notice (DA 15-108) largely affirmed the order:

1. New or modified expedited PCN: A notified party must respond (or ask for
additional time) within the requested time frame, or will be deemed to have
consented

2. Need for growth channel: Another party can demonstrate need for a growth
channel by coordinating and filing an application for it

3. Challenges: A party can challenge a license application by filing an Informal
Objection before the license grant, or a Petition for Reconsideration after the
grant

 Requested comment on whether to start a rulemaking on time limits for holding
growth channels

 decision pending.
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Conclusion

 Formerly, conflicts between applicants were settled by cooperation

 no need to consult detailed rules

 Today’s adversarial atmosphere (on some routes) requires clear rules to
resolve disputes

 Specifics of the rules matter less than all parties knowing in advance what
they are.
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Thank you!
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